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Abstract
Recent increases in computational power and the development of specialized architecture led to the possibility to perform
machine learning, especially inference, on the edge. OpenVINO is a toolkit based on convolutional neural networks that
facilitates fast-track development of computer vision algorithms and deep learning neural networks into vision applications,
and enables their easy heterogeneous execution across hardware platforms. A smart queue management can be the key to the
success of any sector. In this paper, we focus on edge deployments to make the smart queuing system (SQS) accessible by all
also providing ability to run it on cheap devices. This gives it the ability to run the queuing system deep learning algorithms on
pre-existing computers which a retail store, public transportation facility or a factory may already possess, thus considerably
reducing the cost of deployment of such a system. SQS demonstrates how to create a video AI solution on the edge. We
validate our results by testing it on multiple edge devices, namely CPU, integrated edge graphic processing unit (iGPU),
vision processing unit (VPU) and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Experimental results show that deploying a SQS
on edge is very promising.

Keywords Smart queuing system · Edge computing · Edge AI · Soft computing · Optimization · Intel OpenVINO

1 Introduction

We can define a queue as an arrangement of people or vehi-
cles waiting in line for their turn to get a service or move
forward in an activity, while queuing is the act of taking
place in such an arrangement (Lee 2019). In daily activi-
ties, queuing always occurred whenever people have interest
in mutual service at a same particular period and there are
limited capabilities to satisfy or provide service to all the
interested individual at once, for example a queue of peo-
ple at ticket windows or vehicles waiting in line at the toll.
The reason for queuing is to accomplish or get the service
intended in a fair and organized manner. Queue management
systems (QMSs) are the go-to solution for handling queues,
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allowing for easy management and a streamlined experience
while reducing wait times and increasing efficiency.

Often in retail stores or transportation queues, people end
up wasting a lot of time, due to improper or manual queue
management. People can lose time in transportation because
of unwanted waiting or waiting long behind a billing counter.
Retail stores often having a lot of customers make it fur-
ther difficult to efficiently manage queues in these scenarios
increasing the wait time drastically for a customer creating a
bad experience. The queue management ideas could also be
helpful in transportation scenarios and manage queues. This
would help reduce waiting times in public transportation too.

Apart from the above-mentioned scenarios, the ideas of
using queue management could particularly be also helpful
in allotting workers efficiently in a factory environment. This
could help to ensure more efficient manufacturing in facto-
ries. Queue management strategies would further be helpful
inmany such scenarios (seeAppendixA for use case require-
ments).

The edge system we propose also reduces the power con-
sumption by a great amount as it does not have to send the
video streaming data to a cloud-based server greatly saving
on the power costs. Since the proposed system no longer
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requires to send or receive data from a server a cloud-based
system, we further make this system easily accessible and
implementable as all the processing is done on the device
itself. This also saves costs of maintaining a server and
ensuring up-time. The proposed system performing the com-
putation on the device itself also provides a lower latency as
the algorithms are now being run on the device itself (Zhang
2017). This is particularly helpful on a retail or transporta-
tion scenario where low latency in the application would be
required.

Thus, we propose this system which is easily accessible
and implementable, requires very lowdeployment costs, con-
sumes lower power, does not have a huge impact of network
and also gives a lower latency. Further, this SQS can also run
on existing hardware with little or no changes. However, to
make the model updates to facilitate better inferences from
real-time data, the system does use network. We do this not
by sending the complete video stream or data but instead
uploading a locally trained small piece of the model if and
when network becomes available. We do so to ensure pri-
vacy by not sending the video stream itself but by sending a
transformed version of it, i.e., a small sized locally trained
model. This is then sent to a managed server which uses this
to improve on or update the model making it better at per-
forming inferences. This considerably reduces the impact on
network too. This updatedmodel is then sent back to the edge
devices if network is available and the latest version of model
is deployed (Yang 2019).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In
Sect. 2, related works are given. In Sect. 3, proposed SQS on
edge is presented. In Sect. 4, we compare deep networks for
smart queuing of different videos and provide performance
analysis of various inference implementations. The last sec-
tion concludes the article and gives future works.

2 Related works

Nowadays, companies rely a lot on computer vision, espe-
cially for established use cases such as detection, classifica-
tion, and recognitionwith video surveillance being one of the
applications. Companies working on developing these sys-
tems look for easy-to-use and deploy frameworks to facilitate
the transition to a final product they can offer their clients.
One such solution is the Intel OpenVINO Toolkit (https://
software.intel.com/en-us/OpenVINO-toolkit) which lever-
ages image processing, machine learning and deep learning
to solve computer vision problems while allowing cross-
platform deployment. It comes with a variety of built-in
and optimized algorithms for the wide range of Intel hard-
ware (CPUs, FPGAs, Movidius Neural Compute Stick, etc.).
One of its key strengths is allowing developers to use the
same application programming interface and execute their

code heterogeneously on Intel accelerators. Deploying SQS
on edge with Intel OpenVINO Toolkit has important use
cases requiring fast deep learning model inference. So, we
firstly give queue and related terms and technologies and then
present real-time object detector for deployment on edge in
next paragraphs.

There are two main parameters of queue management,
which are the number of channels (or servers) and the number
of phases of service. Each parameter can take two val-
ues: single (one) or multi (several). Different combinations
of channels and phases give four distinct types of queue
management: (1) single-channel, single-phase (e.g., an auto-
mated car wash), (2) single-channel, multi-phase (e.g., retail
banking), (3) multi-channel, single-phase (e.g., airline ticket
counter), and (4) multi-channel, multi-phase (e.g., a laundro-
mat with several washers and dryers) (Adams 2012). There
are also different types of queues, ranging from structured
queues with fixed and predetermined locations, such as at
supermarket checkouts, to unstructured ones with no spe-
cific rules for position arrangement. Kiosk-based queuing
systems where clients use a terminal to select a service upon
arrival usually appear in environments where medical and
banking services are offered, as well as in telecommunica-
tion companies and government institutions. To eliminate
or at least reduce waiting time and efficiency, modern com-
panies also implement mobile-based queuing systems, and
customers can use their devices to check the current status of
the queue and join it at their convenience only showing up
when it is their turn (Titarmare and Yerlekar 2018). Each has
its own advantages and drawbacks. Moreover, to manage a
queue, we need to understand the queue discipline (the order
of servicing: first in–first out (FIFO), last in–first out (LIFO),
service in random order (SIRO), and priority selection (Dada
and Thiesse 2008).

QMSs are critical components in any sector of business. It
is important for the service provider to provide efficient queu-
ing system to maintain high customer satisfaction. Besides,
QMS can help record, predict, and calculate the statistic of
the queuing pattern such as customers’ arrival rate, queu-
ing behavioral over time, and average waiting time which
can help in decision making. Queuing systems, even smart
ones, whereby a client gets a digital ticket from a machine or
online and waits for a turn, face many limitations in terms of
creating an improved user experience (Ghazal et al. 2015).
There are also many reasons to use a QMS. A proper queue
management strategy shortens on-site wait times and reduces
walkaways. By allowing customers to use their time in a
more efficient manner, a QMS builds up customer expe-
rience. By improving customer engagement, a QMS turns
visitors into customers and customers into promoters. The
QMS is a set of tools and sub-systems for multiple industries
including banking/insurance (Ibrahim et al. 2006), health-
care (Rezaee et al. 2014), retails (Berman and Larson 2004),
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transportation (Schwarz and Martin 2016), manufacturing
(Rüttimann and Stöckli 2020), government, and telecommu-
nication (Giambene 2005). Ibrahim et al. (2006) employed
factor analysis procedure to identify the underlying struc-
ture among the explored electronic service quality attributes.
Good queue management is one of the composite dimen-
sions of electronic service quality that are the UK customers’
perceptions of their bank actual performance. Rezaee et al.
(2014) presented a congestion management protocol for
healthcare wireless sensor networks (HWSNs). Their pro-
tocol includes active queue management scheme to separate
virtual queues on a single physical queue to store the input
packets from each child node. Berman and Larson (2004)
modeled facility having workers who are cross-trained to do
front room and back room operations in retail sector. Switch-
ing from back room to front room is done using queues.
Schwarz and Martin (2016) proposed a new discrete-time
approach for the steady-state analysis of circulating verti-
cal conveyor systems bulk service queues. Rüttimann and
Stöckli (2020) distinguished the classic traditional batch and
queue manufacturing for optimal scheduling sequences. In
the light of these studies, it is possible to say that having good
queue management procedures in place can make a real dif-
ference to any customer facing environment. COVID-19 has
really highlighted the need for effective queue management.

Many computer vision applications rely heavily on object
detection (OD) and object recognition (OR), which creates a
need for well-optimized algorithms. However, it is common
for object detection CNNs to face some hurdles while mov-
ing from development to deployment unless these difficulties
are accounted for and addressed as pointed out by Kozlov
and Osokin (2019). In their work, they follow up by using a
Single-ShotMultiBoxObjectDetection (SSD) to detect vehi-
cles and pedestrians with Intel OpenVINO Toolkit. Osokin
(2018) also worked on multi-person pose estimation archi-
tecture on edge devices and optimized the popular method
OpenPose (Cao et al. 2018). A new improved framework
for neural networks was proposed in the work by Kozlov
et al. (2020). Its success is thanks to the use of modern net-
work compression methods, such as sparsity, quantization,
and binarization. Using these techniques results in lighter
models that can be run on cheap general-purpose computers.
Currently, a PyTorch version of their framework neural net-
work compression framework (NNCF) is available as a part
of OpenVINO Training Extensions 1. Targeting OpenVINO
as well, Kustikova et al. implement a solution for seman-
tic segmentation of on-road images (Kustikova et al. 2019a)
and another to benchmark inference performance of deep
learning models on various types of hardware (Kustikova
et al. 2019b) (CPUs, integrated graphics and embedded

1 https://github.com/opencv/openvino_training_extensions/tree/
develop/pytorch_Toolkit/nncf

devices) 2,3. Similarly, (Kljucaric and George 2019) used
Chinese character recognition to evaluate the performance of
current CNNarchitectures and frameworks on different hard-
ware types (FPGAs, GPUs, and CPUs). Mathew et al. (2019)
as a continuation of the work on DetectNet Deep Learn-
ing Model for lung nodule detection trained on the LIDC
dataset, ported it from NVIDIA to Intel OpenVINO. Castro-
Zunti et al. (2020) modified a single-shot detector (SSD)
and used it for license plate segmentation and recognition on
an embedded system while providing plate processing time
comparisons between a variety of hardware types. Regarding
performance, (Gorbachev et al. 2019) suggest a new software
solution for holistically analyzing model performance on
various hardware.Mittal andBhushan (2020) propose an effi-
cient workflow for OpenVINOs, while (Jin and Finkel 2020)
evaluate the performance of 14 deep learning inference mod-
els using OpenVINO. When these studies in the literature
are examined, it is important to implement an image-based
smart queue system. So, we propose an OpenVINO-based
SQS, which accelerates the processing speed of the model
and meets the real-time applications.

Contributions to the literature with the paper can be listed
as follows:

– We propose an efficient and smart way to perform queue
management for different use-cases. We majorly focus
on deploying the SQS on an edge device.

– We use Power Proxying that can proxy a variety of net-
work protocols, increasing the standby time of the host
without compromising its active connections.

– We also propose a way to update the model making the
model better as we get more and more real-life data with-
out leveraging security or network.Weprovidewayswith
which apart of queuing, complex analysis and finding
out trends for consumer patterns in a retail store could
also be implemented. This would enable owners to derive
insights based on consumer patterns such aswhere should
an advertisement or the billing counter be placed for effi-
cient management of crowd.

– We validate the above-mentioned ideas and claims by
testing them on multiple edge devices with Intel’s Open-
VINOToolkit to perform optimization on themodel for it
to be able to run on edge and deploying it tomultiple hard-
ware and edge machines easily. Further, we also profile
our application and find hot-spots in it with OpenVINO
Toolkit.

2 https://github.com/itlab-vision/openvino-dl-benchmark
3 http://hpc-education.unn.ru/dli
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3 Proposed architecture

The proposed SQS demonstrates how to create a video AI
solution on the edge. The system detects people in a specified
area and accordingly detects the number of people in a queue.
It would then also notify whether a person would need to
change the queue to reduce congestion. If there aremore than
a certain number of people in the watched area, a warning
is given as the queue is full and move to the next queue. In
this paper, we use various SSD models (Liu et al. 2016) to
detect people in an image using a single deep neural network.
This eliminates proposal generation and subsequent pixel or
feature re-sampling stage and encapsulates all computation in
a single network. SSD has comparable accuracy to methods
that utilize an additional object proposal step and is much
faster while providing a unified framework for both training
and inference.

We choose multiple models from Intel’s OpenVINO
Model Zoo (https://github.com/OpenVINOtoolkit/open_
model_zoo) and TensorFlow Model Garden (https://github.
com/tensorflow/models). We test these pre-trained models
for use-cases on basis of model load time, inference time
on one frame of the video and FPS (frames per second)
of the inference stream. We also perform a preliminary
comparison of the models based on theoretical parameters
specifically billions floating-point operations (GFLOPs) and
amount of memory consumption before performing analysis
on practical parameters mentioned above. We majorly per-
form the theoretical analysis tomake sure that the edge device
would not run out of memory and the model should occupy
disk space such that it can be used with a particular edge
device.

We perform various optimizations over the source model
from Intel’s OpenVINOModel Zoo, TensorFlowModelGar-
den or transfer learned models. We do these optimizations to
be able to run these models on edge devices which have limi-
tations onprocessing,memory, power-consumption, network
usage, and model storage space. While performing the opti-
mizations due to the limitations of edge devices on which
the SQS would majorly be deployed, we majorly care about
model load time, per frame inference time and model size
while performing the optimizations. We describe the process
we use to perform the optimization in greater detail in later
parts of this paper.

We then make further comparisons between these models
and make experiments for various model to find a suitable
configuration with the OpenVINO DL Workbench to find a
model with lower size and acceptable throughput. We also
make use of VTune profiler to help us find and solve any hot-
spots in the application that may be faced during run-time.
This helps us improve the overall performance and through-
put of the application.

To be able to deploy these models on multiple devices,
we run them on the inference engine which provides a com-
mon API to deliver inference solutions on the platform of
our choice: CPUs, iGPUs, FPGAs or VPUs. To use these,
we first convert these models into an acceptable IR (inter-
mediate representation) format. It also enables us to use
hardware-specific APIs to further improve the performance
of the models.

We then use Intel’s DevCloud to make and test real-time
deployments for multiple hardware. We also test for the pri-
mary use-cases and scenarios where the SQS may be used,
namely in retail stores, manufacturing factories and in pub-
lic transports. We do so on multiple hardware, CPUs, GPUs
(graphic processing unit), FPGAs (field-programmable gate
arrays) and VPUs (vision processing unit) to find out the
best possible hardware and compare the different hardware
for each of these use cases. With the Intel DevCloud, we can
make these deployments without using a physical device by
submitting a job.

Figure 1 shows the main steps of the SQS. Figure 2
illustrates the user workflow for code development, job
submission and viewing results. It mainly includes three
sub-steps: (1) person detection, (2) submission of the job to
multiple devices on the DevCloud, and (3) inferencing video
output.

To demonstrate the following ideas, we perform inference
of some open-source video clips pertaining to the primary
use-case mentioned earlier in this paper, and we also run
these on multiple devices. The results of these are in the next
section.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Experimental setup

We first optimize the model so it can be run on edge
devices. This is necessary to reduce cost, latency, especially
for deployment on hardware with limited capabilities, be
it processing, memory, power consumption, networking, or
storage space. The optimization also takes into account more
powerful and specialized hardwarewith accelerators (https://
www.tensorflow.org/model_optimization).Hardware and soft-
ware requirements are as follows:

– Hardware: This project makes the use of Intel DevCloud
to test on CPU, GPU, FPGA and VPU. So, no specific
hardware is required.

– Software: Intel® Distribution of OpenVINOTM Toolkit
2019 R3 release.
Python > 3.5
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Fig. 1 Main steps of the SQS

Fig. 2 SQS run life-cycle
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4.1.1 Freezing models

We particularly need to employ model freezing strategies
while using TensorFlow pre-trained models or on which we
perform transfer learning. While using TensorFlow models,
all trainable parameters are represented as variables in the
graph. To get the best possible model, the workflow demands
the freezing of these variables between each layer, whose
values usually change after each step of the training process.
This is achievable through the use of TensorFlow’s functions
when using transfer learning from a pre-trained model. We
start by defining some necessary classes:

– NodeDef to hold one single value or operation from the
network.

– Checkpoint to take a periodic snapshot of the variables
as the model trains.

– GraphDef to define thewhole executable graph including
all the NodeDefs within it. During execution, the values
of any node variables are accessible from the checkpoint
files (Takawale and Thakur 2018).

– Saver to save the variables in a checkpoint file. They are
then modified to be constants using the ‘freeze_graph’
class, which gives us a new GraphDef with the constants
in return.

4.1.2 Optimizing models

As mentioned earlier, we first optimize the model so that
it can be deployed on edge devices. In case of TensorFlow
models, we first freeze the models too. We use multiple tech-
niques to do so, and the majorly used ones are:

– Operation Fusing: Many convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) include layers that can be represented as a
sequence of linear operations such as addition, multi-
plication or matrix multiplications. These layers can be
fused into previous convolution or fully connected dense
layers. However, this technique is not applicable when a
convolutional layer comes after a add operation due to
paddings.

– Quantized Distillation: By improving the training pro-
cess using distilling (Hinton et al. 2015). This is achiev-
able in the form of a distillation loss from a teacher
network and inserted into a smaller student network, and
we quantize the weights of the latter to a limited set of
levels (Polino et al. 2018). The result is a significantly
smaller model size.

– Mixed precision Quantizing: Here, we quantize differ-
ent layers with different bit-widths. For mixed precision
quantization, we assume that we have the flexibility to
choose different precisions for different layers of a net-
work. Mixed precision computation is widely supported

by hardware platforms such as CPUs, FPGAs, and ded-
icated accelerators. Thus, we choose precision for each
layer; for most of themodels tested, we use differentiable
neural architecture search (Wu et al. 2018). This allows
us to reduce themodel size and also receive lower latency
predictions.

4.1.3 Converting models to an intermediate representation

To use these models with Intel’s OpenVINO Toolkit, they
first need to be converted to an intermediate representa-
tion (IR) which is OpenVINO toolkit’s format of graph
representation and its own operation set. A graph here
is represented with two files: an XML file and a binary
file (https://docs.openvinotoolkit.org/latest/openvino_docs_
MO_DG_IR_and_opsets.html#intermediate_representation_
used_in_openvino). TheXMLfile describes a network topol-
ogy using <layer> tag for an operation node and <edge>
tag for a data-flow connection. Each operation can also have a
fixed number of attributes. Constant values like convolutional
weights or biases are stored in the accompanying binary
file. This intermediate representation can be used to run the
model on edge with OpenVINO’s Deep Learning Inference
Engine (https://docs.openvinotoolkit.org/2020.4/openvino_
docs_IE_DG_Deep_Learning_Inference_Engine_DevGuide.
html)which is a unifiedAPI to allowhigh-performance infer-
ence on many hardware types (CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, Neural
Compute Stick, Raspberry Pi etc.) making thee deployment
procedure a lot easier. We can also make modifications or
changes in the workflow for a specific device type with the
Deep Learning Inference Engine.

After configuring the OpenVINO Model Optimizer for
a particular framework, it provides with some easy-to-use
framework-specific Python scripts which one can directly
use to convert a model to intermediate representation (IR).
TheOpenVINOmodel optimizer performs somebasicmodel
optimization and converts it to intermediate representation.
We also make modifications and extend the model optimizer
with custom primitives to support more customization as
mentioned earlier.

We also tested for these use-cases with some pre-trained
models from the Intel OpenVINO Model Zoo. The Intel
OpenVINO Model Zoo also serves as a source of finding
open-source pre-trained models converted in the IR format.
One can directly use models from the Model Zoo and use
them with Intel OpenVINO.

4.1.4 Post training optimization

We then use post-training quantization to convert the mod-
els into a more hardware-friendly representation by applying
specific methods that do not require re-training of the model.
Before quantization, we also align ranges of output activation
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of convolutional layers in order to reduce the quantization
error. To perform post-training quantization, we use the fol-
lowing methods.

– 8-bit quantization: We use this vanilla quantization
method that automatically inserts FakeQuantize oper-
ations into the model graph based on the specified
target hardware and initializes them from the calibra-
tion dataset. We opportunistically replace 32-bit floating
point (FP32) computationswith 8-bit integers (INT8) and
transform the FP32 computational graph (Bhandare et al.
2019). These seem to greatly improve the performance
of the model. We then also adjust biases of convolutional
and fully connected layers based on the quantization error
of the layer.

– Parzen Estimator:We then use a Tree-structured Parzen
Estimator (TPE) Approach, a sequential model-based
optimization method to perform global optimization of
the post training quantization parameters. We do this by
first defining a hyper-parameter search space and create
an objective function which takes in hyper-parameters
and outputs a score that it needs to maximize; in this
case the score we used was the appropriate queue detec-
tion. We then get some observations which are randomly
selected from the set of hyper-parameters. We then make
two quantiles x1 and x2 where we divide all the good
scores into one quantile. We then model these using the
Parzen estimator which is the average of the kernels cen-
tered on this data. We then draw hyperparameters and
evaluate them in terms of both quantile densities. These
hyperparameters are then evaluated back on the objective
function (Bergstra et al. 2011).

– Per-channel quantization: We also make use of per-
channel quantization for convolutional and fully con-
nected layers. Our experiments show that per-channel
quantization is needed to compensate for the accuracy
drop resulting from quantization, asymmetric per-layer
quantization seems to work best for this, while at the
same time, it works as a good baseline for post-training
quantization of weights and activations. This results in
an accuracy that is very close to what floating-point
offers for all networks (Krishnamoorthi 2018). We per-
form asymmetric quantization according to the following
formula:
input low′ = min(input low, 0)
input high′ = max(input high, 0)
So,
input high′′ = Z P−levels+1

Z P × input low′
input low′′ = Z P

Z P−levels+1 × input high′

Thus, we use the following process for post-training quan-
tization to speed up themodel inference times drastically and
reduce the model sizes by a great amount. This particularly
helps in ensuring that retail stores or factories can use this
with the devices already in use by them. Furthermore, as we
will mention we have also tried these algorithms on special-
ized embedded systems too.

4.1.5 Comparing models with deep learning workbench

The OpenVINO Deep Learning Workbench provides inter-
active user interface (see Fig. 3), simplified process of 8-bit
quantization, speeding up convolutional operations using the
Winograd’s minimal filtering algorithms, measuring accu-
racy of the resulting model (Gorbachev et al. 2019; Lavin
and Gray 2016). We first import the OpenVINO IR model,
select the target hardware available for inference. This then
allows us to analyze the theoretical information about the
model like GFLOPs, amount of memory consumption and
the inference times.

We perform various such experiments to find a suitable
configuration that can provide the highest throughput with
minimal latency. Asmentioned earlier, we also perform some
post-training quantization; the Deep Learning Workbench
allows us to compare the performance of these quantized
models with the original model. We compare the original
and quantized model on multiple hardware, CPU, GPU, Intel
Neural Compute Stick (Myriad VPU) and FPGAs too. We
then select the best configuration for thesemodels and imple-
ment them.

Thus, we compare some models: Transfer learned from
existing state of the art models (specifically fromMobileNet
Howard et al. 2017; Sandler et al. 2018, Inception Szegedy
et al. 2016 and ResNet He et al. 2016), models from the
OpenVINO Model Zoo and TensorFlow Model Garden in
this manner based on various theoretical parameters such as
GFLOPS or memory consumption and different hardware
(see Fig. 4). We also perform the comparisons between the
model on practical factors like inference time, FPS andmodel
loading time as we mention later in this paper.

4.2 Identifying hotspots in the application

Analyzing the end application and finding areas in the appli-
cation that particularly have a negative impact toward the
final application; increasing latency or consuming a lot of
power is mandatory to put forth a better application to the
users. We also want to optimize the code as much as possible
to run on edge infrastructure considering the power, mem-
ory, network and inference time limitations. We use Intel
VTune Amplifier to perform these tasks4. Considering the

4 https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/1d/13/8486
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Fig. 3 Testing multiple models with DL workbench

Fig. 4 Testing models with DL workbench

full end-to-end solution, it is an important aspect to optimize
the hotspots and instead move toward a holistic solution. The
IntelVTune amplifier alsomakes it simple to do so and allows
us to explore the parts of our end-to-end application and find
the hot spots in it. Finding these hot spots in the application
proves to be useful in optimizing the code.

It is also another important aspect to build a solu-
tion considering that a problem may not be due to the
software implementation but inappropriate allocation of
hardware resources or understanding how the underlying
hardware works thus building an overall holistic solution
giving better performance. For example, if the full use sce-
nario is transcode an efficient Gen GPU implementation
would set up concurrent encodes and decodes. On Intel
processor graphics hardware, transcode is faster than run-
ning encode or decode separately. With transcode being the
overhead of additional synchronization, moving raw frames
to/from the CPU can be avoided (as demonstrated in the
Intel VTuneWhitepaper (https://software.intel.com/content/
www/us/en/develop/download/white-paper-using-vtune-to-
optimize-media-video-applications.html)).Using theVTune
amplifier and analyzing the application from it allow us to

derive insights from it.We get performance information from
all compute engines in one dashboard interface and aligned
on a common timeline. This allows us to see all the compo-
nents working together and allow for easier use.

4.3 Testing the application for production

We need to test the application and the models for per-
formance in various use-cases and hardware. We use a
few open-sourced video clips pertaining to the major use
cases mentioned for demonstration purposes. We also make
use of Intel DevCloud which is a cloud service designed
to help developers’ prototype and experiment with com-
puter vision applications using the Intel Distribution of
OpenVINO Toolkit. It also allows us to test on latest
hardware and software too and easily explore real-world
workloads (https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/
develop/tools/devcloud/edge.html).

The Intel DevCloud allows us to test on CPUs, GPUs,
FPGAs and VPUs; we test on these hardware for the men-
tioned use cases. While testing out the models, we submit
it as a job to thee Intel DevCloud which then allows us to
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Fig. 5 Comparing models on different hardware

use the hardware and test out the models. For demonstration
purposes as we show here, we test the models on:

– CPU—IEI Tank 870-Q170 edge node with an Intel
CoreTM i5-6500TE processor

– CPU and integrated GPU (iGPU)—IEI Tank 870-Q170
edge node with an Intel CoreTM i5-6500TE processor
with HD Graphics 530 integrated GPU

– VPU—IEI Tank 870-Q170 edge node with an Intel
CoreTM i5-6500TE processor with Intel Neural Compute
Stick 2

– FPGA—IEI Tank 870-Q170 edge node with an Intel
CoreTM i5-6500TE processor with IEI Mustang-F100-
A10 FPGA card

Figure 5 shows the comparisons among hardware with
Intel DevCloud for the three use-cases mentioned earlier for
demonstration purposes.

As shown in Fig. 5, the inference time graph FPGAs
take the least amount of time to perform inferences. The
client needs inference to be performed fast so this FPGA can
do a commendable job. We can see that FPGA also gives
the highest FPS. The client requires 25–30 FPS which can
be addressed by an FPGA. Further they are also field pro-
grammable and have a high life which is requested by the
client. Thus, FPGA would be a good choice for manufac-

turing use case. Figure 6 shows smart queuing output on
manufacturing video.

CPUhas a comparatively lower inference time than aGPU
and VPUwhich is crucial for retail scenario. A CPU can also
make inferences on a good enough FPS for a retail store. It
would also help save costs and electricity bill as requested by
the client. Thus, CPU would be a good choice for retail use
case. Figure 7 shows smart queuing output on retail video.

VPU provides a very high inference time and inference on
very low FPS. A CPU or GPU would ideally be good for this
if the budget and power scenario would be ignored. Since the
client requires these aspects, VPU would be a good choice
for transportation use-case. Figure 8 shows smart queuing
output on transportation video.

5 Conclusion

With the proposed system, smart queuing has been devel-
oped by inferencing deep models on various devices (CPUs,
integratedGPUs, embeddeddevices).Anopen-source imple-
mentation of OpenVINO Toolkit-based SQS is available on
GitHub. To demonstrate creating a video AI solution on the
edge, we perform inference some open-source video clips
pertaining to the use-cases such as retail, manufacturing,
and public transportation. Through the use-case and rele-
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Fig. 6 Output for
manufacturing use case

Fig. 7 Output for retail use case

Fig. 8 Output for transportation
use case
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vant client requirements, we suggest a potential hardware
type and explain how this hardware would satisfy each of the
requirements.

In the future, we plan to increase the number of software
and hardware platforms. We will analyze performance for
the inference implementations based on thewell-known deep
learning frameworks. Further,wewill compare inference per-
formance using various deep learning tools.
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Appendix A: Client requirements for use
cases

See Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Table 1 Use case 1: manufacturing

Requirement observed How does the chosen hardware meet this requirement?

The factory has a vision camera installed at every belt. Each camera
records video at 30–35 FPS (frames per second). The client would
like the image processing task to be completed five times per second

This aspect shows that latency is a major concern in this case. When
an FPGA is programmed with the bit-stream required for this
application, it can run the model with very high performance and
give very low latency. An FPGA can run many sections of the chip in
parallel, and the ability of FPGA to not go off-chip for performing
inference from the model would particularly be very useful for this
kind of scenario. An FPGA also does not send the output back to the
CPU using PCIe bus making the inference a lot faster

The second issue the client has encountered is that a significant
percentage of the semiconductor chips being packaged for shipping
have flaws. These are not detected until the chips are used by clients.
If these flaws could be detected prior to packaging, this would save
money and improve the company’s reputation

To solve this issue, the edge system would require to be able to deliver
high performance. FPGAs would be a perfect fit for doing so as they
provide a very high performance. Another aspect of FPGA which
might help in this scenario would be its ability to be reprogrammed
on the field, which can help improve inferences

To be able to detect chip flaws without slowing down the packaging
process, the system would need to be able to run inference on the
video stream very quickly

FPGAs can also be used as hardware accelerators speeding up the
inference. The parallel processing and no need to go off chip further
provide an added advantage in performing the inference faster

Additionally, because there are multiple chip designs and new designs
are created regularly, the system would also need to be flexible so
that it can be reprogrammed and optimized to quickly detect flaws in
different chip designs.

This need of the client makes FPGA align to the required hardware.
FPGAs are highly flexible; they are field programmable and can be
reprogrammed as needed

The client would ideally like it to last for at least 5-10 years. FPGAs have a very long lifespan generally 10 years and thus could be
used by the client

Queue Monitoring Requirements

Maximum number of people in the queue 2

Model precision chosen (FP32, FP16, or Int8) FP16

Table 2 Use case 2: retail

Requirement observed How does the chosen hardware meet this requirement?

Most of the store’s checkout counters already have a modern
computer, each of which has an Intel i7 core processor. Currently
these processors are only used to carry out some minimal tasks that
are not computationally expensive

However, the client already has a lot of CPUs which are not able to
carry some computationally expensive tasks. These CPUs with some
new ones for the expensive tasks could be used

The client does not have much money to invest in additional hardware Existing CPUs with some new ones can be used by the client can be
made use of to reduce the costs
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Table 2 continued

Requirement observed How does the chosen hardware meet this requirement?

The client would like to save as much as possible on his electric bill CPUs could meet the hardware requirements and also help save on the
client’s electric bill

Queue Monitoring Requirements

Maximum number of people in the queue 2–5

Model precision chosen (FP32, FP16, or Int8) FP32

Table 3 Use case 3: transportation

Requirement observed How does the chosen hardware meet this requirement?

The CPUs in these machines are currently being used to process and
view CCTV footage for security purposes, and no significant
additional processing power is available to run inference

A VPU or NCS 2 can be plugged in a USB port and has a convenient
plug and play kind of performance. This particularly is favorable as
no more additional processing power is available to run inference

The client’s budget allows for a maximum of $300 per machine. A VPU or a NCS 2 stick costs almost $100 opposed to the
comparatively higher costs of FPGA, CPU or GPU

The client would like to save as much as possible both on hardware
and future power requirements.

A VPU or NCS 2 stick is designed to run on very low power. The NCS
2 can run on just 1 W of power adhering to the clients’ needs

Queue Monitoring Requirements

Maximum number of people in the queue 7–15

Model precision chosen (FP32, FP16, or Int8) FP16
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